Infants' perception of kinetic depth and stereokinetic displays.
Studies examined infants' perceptions of 3-dimensional form, using a kinetic depth effect (KDE) display and displays containing subsets of the motion present in the KDE display. One subset consisted of "between-contour" motion, and the second consisted of "within-contour" motion. Research with adults has suggested that only between-contour motion leads to a compelling depth percept. In Experiments 1 and 2, infants generalized habituation from a KDE display to the between-contour but not the within-contour changes. In Experiments 3 and 4, infants generalized habituation from a KDE display to the between-contour display viewed from a novel orientation but not to the within-contour display viewed from the original orientation. Results indicate sensitivity to between-contour but not within-contour information, suggesting that infants perceive the 3-dimensional form of these displays.